
AllView is manufactured by US Polymers, a leading 
window covering manufacturer that has been serving 
the window covering industry since 1983.  Allview is the 
latest innovation in shutters, delivering elegance in a low 
maintenance and eco-friendly product.

•  Elegant Woodtex finish
•  Durable Poly Resin
•  Shutters ship in just 5 days, not months
•  Green because it’s paint free and recyclable
•  Custom made in the USA
•  Maintenance-Free
•  Backed by a Lifetime Warranty

Authorized Dealer

www.allviewshutters.com

MADE IN  
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Shutters are the most stunning window covering available, and now AllView’s stylish and 
clean design brings new elegance to your home. Enhance every room, from living room 
and playroom to kitchen and bath. Increase your home’s resale value with a shutter that 
delivers timeless beauty, long-lasting durability and outstanding light control. 

•  Warm Feel – AllView’s WoodTex™ finish captures the look and feel of wood shutters.

•  Open Views – Unique rear tilt control system gives you wide open and clean views.

•  Hidden Tilter – Doesn’t obstruct the beauty of today’s French-style windows.

•  Long Lasting – Resists dents and scratches; will not warp, chip, shrink, crack, fade or
                                     peel; and is fire retardant and moisture resistant.

•  Easily Cleaned – Poly resin construction is easy to clean with soap and water.
 
•  Excellent Insulation – Provides superb insulation and temperature control.

Beautiful  & Built  To LasT



Custom	Designed 
For Your Home

an Eye-Catching  Louvered View
Outside Your Windows

AllView’s patented rear tilt control 
system delivers wide open and 
unobstructed louvered views.

•  Fresh, clean look

•  Louvers close tight for privacy

•  Eliminates unsightly staples that
    can pull out or rust

•  No unsightly tilter “mouse holes” 

•  Doesn’t obstruct the beauty of 
    today’s French-Style windows

•  Optional front tilt rod add-on also
    available

AllView is custom made and available in styles 
that match every window in today’s homes.  

•  Standard Windows – A stylish enhancement
    for your home.

•  Patio Doors – Bypass or track shutters are ideal
    for sliding glass doors, and AllView’s elegant
    track system eliminates bulky frames on sliders.

•  Decorative Valences – Elegant valences are
    available for Bypass sliders.

•  Split Tilt Rod – Provides independent louver
    adjustment.

•  Alternative Uses – Also perfect for use as a
    room divider.

AllView’s hidden tilter
complements French-Style windows

The AllView track shutter
is ideal for sliding glass doors



Elegance  Meets  Green

Many of today’s windows include non-rectangular 
shapes.  AllView is available in a full range of 
specialty shapes, including arches and bursts, with 
frames made to coordinate with the shutters.

•  Elegant Design – Made in an elegant
    Sunburst fan design
 
•  Many Options – Available in eyebrow,
    elliptical, half circle and more
 
•  Coordinating Frames – Arches coordinate
    with custom design shutter frames

•  No Tilt Rods – Features the clear AllView
    system, with no tilt rods 

AllView shutters will change your ordinary 
windows into elegant masterpieces! And with 
AllView the stylish look of shutters have never 
been more affordable. Visit our website at
www.AllViewShutters.com to learn more.
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Amazingly	“Green”Specialty	shapes

AllView – the shutters that leave the smallest 
environmental footprint of any shutter alternative – 
is The Green Solution for shutters. AllView is made 
from poly resin, a man-made material that is never 
painted and has been found to perform best in terms of 
environmental impact by the US Green Building Council. 

What exactly does AllView’s poly resin construction
mean for you and the environment?  AllView is:

•  Paint-Free – No VOC emissions or solid
    wastes released into the environment.

•  Durable – Never needs repainting or replacing.

•  Recyclable – Will never need to end up in a landfill.

•  MDF-Free – So you won’t have to worry about
    formaldehyde, a known carcinogen, out-gassing
    into your home.

•  Made in the USA – Eliminating the need for
    trans-Pacific shipping.


